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Fleck and Fox harass Liverpool 
Norwich City 3 Liverpool 0  
WHATEVER it is about fixtures with East Anglian teams that Liverpool find so 
disagreeable, they would do well to find a remedy by Wednesday, when they host 
Ipswich Town in their FA Cup fifth-round replay.  
Liverpool have a habit of bouncing back from such reverses as Saturday's worst 
defeat of the season. Yet they have usualy done so with stronger teams than that 
which caved in over the last 23 minutes to a Norwich team winning by three goals 
for the second Saturday running.  
Liverpool's central defenders were caught in two minds by the speed of Norwich's 
forwards, Fleck and Fox in particular.  
If Glenn Hysen did not know whether he was coming or going, he, at least, had an 
excuse. When Liverpool's injury crisis reached epidemic proportions Souness had 
pulled him off a plane bound for Sweden and the possibility of a new club in Gais 
Gothenburg. Until Fleck robbed him on the halfway line in the last minute before 
running on to shoot Norwich's third goal, Hysen had not done badly for a man 
making his first senior appearance in four months.  
Hysen suggested that Liverpool had not won a tackle or been able to prevent Fox 
creating havoc on the flanks. Ironically, it was when Wright beat Fox to 
Culverhouse's long pass, only to underhit a back-pass to Grobbelaar, that Fleck 
had darted in for his first goal, Norwich's second. Neither was Wright in 
contention when Woodthorpe opened the scoring with his first goal for the club, 
taking two stabs at Sutton's low cross to beat Grobbelaar.  
With timely lunging interceptions to deny Rush and McManaman, Polston 
succeeded for Norwich where Wright majestic for England only three days earlier 
had failed.Liverpool missed Molby, the usual fulcrum of their midfield, more than 
anyone, Barnes and Jones included. On a Carrow Road pitch that has deteriorated 
alarmingly, Norwich compromised their passing style to far better effect.  
NORWICH CITY: M Walton; I Culverhouse, C Woodthorpe, I Butterworth, J 
Polston, J Goss, R Fox, R Fleck, R Newman, C Sutton, D Phillips.  
LIVERPOOL: B Grobbelaar; G Hysen, S Harkness, M Marsh, M Wright, I Kozma 
(sub: R Rosenthal), D Saunders (sub: M Walters), R Houghton, I Rush, J Redknapp, 
S McManaman.  
Referee: M Bailey.  
 

 
Souness’s side coming apart at the seams 
GRAEME SOUNESS's change of mind about attending the post-match press 
conference was a fitting end to an irresolute afternoon for Liverpool. He had left 
to spy on Genoa, presumably using the flight to Italy to ask himself the questions 
the media were not allowed to put.  
The most pressing of these is how can he improve his stuttering side in time for 
the crucial FA Cup replay with Ipswich on Wednesday and the first leg of the Uefa 
Cup tie with Genoa a week later?  
His main problem is injuries. When Bill Shankly said there were two great teams in 
Liverpool - Liverpool and Liverpool reserves - he perhaps did not envisage the day 
when the latter would be the former. Eight first-team men were out injured on 
Saturday, plus Burrows suspended. Twenty-six players have pulled on a first-team 
shirt this season, which does little for the club's age-old ethos of seamless 
evolution.  
In hindsight Souness's sales policy looks cavalier. Obviously he did not foresee 
such heavy and persistent injuries - it makes one wonder what Liverpool do in 
training - but the likes of Ablett, Speedie and Carter have gone and with them 
four who played in the corresponding Norwich fixture last season, Staunton, 
Gillespie, Beardsley and McMahon.  
But before anyone says Liverpool could have done with some of these players on 
Saturday, he should recall that it was last season's corresponding game which 
perhaps gave the first hints that major surgery was needed on an ageing side 
deficient in crucial departments.  
That match ended 11, but Liverpool were given the run-around. So Souness 
wielded the scalpel. It is just unfortunate that all the injuries have left the patient 
looking more like Frankenstein's monster than Cher.  
Liverpool still summoned up seven internationals on Saturday, yet they suffered 
their heaviest defeat of the season to a proficient yet hardly awesome Norwich, 
so ending any serious title aspirations.  
What they missed most of all was Molby's subtle passing to crack Norwich's tight 
offside trap. They could also have done with someone to keep an eye on City's 
winger, a rare Fox enjoying the chase.  
But the Man of the Match was Fleck. His sweet through-ball to Sutton set up 
Woodthorpe for City's first goal, which prompted an uncharacteristic response 
from Liverpool: 'Our heads went down,' said the recalled Hysen.  
Fleck then intercepted Wright's thoughtless back-pass for City's second, and the 
third came after he robbed Hysen near the halfway line and ran forward to slot 
past Grobbelaar.  
On Thursday Hysen was on his way for talks with a Swedish club when he was 
summoned back from the airport because of the Anfield injury crisis. He thought 
he had played his last game for Liverpol. The supporters thought he had made his 
last mistake. Both were wrong.  
Souness must now await the medical bulletins on his injured before addressing 
Wednesday's task against more East Anglians. If he was hoping to cheer himself 
up by watching the Italian League leaders Milan beat Genoa yesterday, even there 
he was disappointed.  
SCORERS: Norwich City: Woodthorpe (67min), Fleck (70 and 90).  
Norwich City: Walton; Culverhouse, Woodthorpe, Butterworth, Polston, Goss, 
Fox, Fleck, Newman, Sutton, Phillips.  
Liverpool: Grobbelaar; Hysen, Harkness, Marsh, Wright, Kozma (Rosenthal, 74), 
Saunders (Walters, 61), Houghton, Rush, Redknapp, McManaman.  
Referee: M Bailey (Impington). 
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Fleck strikes to crush Liverpool’s hopes 
NORWICH 3 LIVERPOOL 0  
NORWICH 3(1-4-2-3): Walton; Culverhouse; Phillips, Polston, Butterworth, 
Woodthorpe; Goss, Newma; Fox, Fleck, Sutton.  
LIVERPOOL 0(4-3-3): Grobbelaar; Marsh, Hysen, Wright, Harkness; Houghton, 
Kozma (sub: Rosenthal 74min), Redknapp; Saunders (sub: Walters 60min), Rush, 
McManaman.  
Goals: Woodthorpe (67min) 1-0; Fleck (70min) 2-0; Fleck (90min) 3-0.  
Weather: cold. Ground: firm, patchy.  
Referee: M Bailey (Impington).  
LIVERPOOL are not the sort of club to seek excuses. Butthey have become so 
stricken by injury nine first-team players were unavailable yesterday that excuses 
are both needed and deserved.  
Caught late in an apparently dying game by three unexpected goals, two the 
result of rank defensive errors, they were well beaten by a Norwich side that grew 
in vigour as Liverpool faltered. By the end, it could have been more embarrassing, 
for several Norwich chances went begging.  
In their plight, Liverpool's line-up becomes ever less familiar. Even the suddenly 
emerging Jones has now been crocked, almost as soon as we have become aware 
of him. Injured for England at Wembley in midweek, his place at right-back was 
taken by Marsh, a midfielder, who was tortured all afternoon by Fox, the fast and 
tricky Norwich winger.  
Among those drafted in at late notice was Hysen, the international defender who 
is no longer wanted at Anfield. He was contacted at the airport, on his way to 
Sweden to discuss terms with his next club, and returned to make his first 
appearance for Liverpool for three months.  
Little wonder then that Liverpool's football had a makeshift, excuse-me-are-we-
teammates look about it. Houghton and Saunders combined well from the start, 
but otherwise the flow was generally missing.  
The first half, a rather sterile period despite both teams' willingness to allow 
space and time to the other, was illuminated by only two events. For Liverpool, 
Houghton produced a clever pass through the defence to Kozma, who turned well 
and crossed to the far post. The ball was cleared, but only to Rush, lurking 10 
yards out. But he shot wide.  
Subsequently, the livewire Fox, who had already created chances for others, 
decided to be greedy. He beat two Liverpool defenders, exchanged passes with 
Fleck, beat two more and found himself close to goal with only Grobbelaar to 
beat. The thrill upset his control, and Grobbelaar smothered.  
After the interval, Liverpool at last asserted themselves and produced, at least for 
a while, their familiar pressure play. Houghton and Saunders, as busily effective as 
a latter-day Keegan on the right, continued to impress. In midfield, Redknapp 
looked a very high-quality player, comfortable on the ball and full of enthusiasm. 
But other than a shout for a penalty and another miss by Rush, little was 
produced.  
On the hour, Saunders was surprisingly withdrawn. There may have been a good 
reason, but the effect was to further unbalance Liverpool, and to end their 
ascendancy.  
For Norwich, the breakthrough came with a well-worked move initiated by the 
dynamic Fleck. He turned on the edge of the penalty area and passed wide to 
Sutton on the right. Sutton crossed low and hard into the goalmouth where 
Woodthorpe, an unexpected arrival from left-back, first shot against Grobbelaar 
and then tucked the ball home.  
Within a frantic minute, Houghton produced a tremendous drive from long range 
which left Walton immobile, but which smacked against the post.  
With the game transformed to intense excitement, Liverpool threw it away. The 
first error was by Wright, who attempted a back-pass to Grobbelaar and topped it 
like a novice golfer. Fleck took it on, but still had plenty to do as Grobbelaar 
charged out. Fleck shot firmly, early and accurately into the far corner.  
For Liverpool, the alarms continued to ring. Fox beat Marsh for pace and shot 
wide. Wright almost gave away another goal, and Fleck shot wide after a fine 
exchange of passes with Sutton.  
Finally, Fleck seized on a ponderous error by Hysen near the halfway line, sprinted 
away and side-footed beyond Grobbelaar, the ball trickling in by the far post. 
Hysen stood and watched in horror, wishing he had caught that plane.  

 

 

BRITISH SOCCER WEEK 
Chirpy canaries stun Reds 
Liverpool's lingering hopes of the championship were dealt a final blow by a 
Merseyside exile now making waves in East Anglia.  
 
Colin Woodthorpe's first goal for Norwich since his move from Chester 20 months 
ago knocked the stuffing out of Liverpool, just as it looked as if they were gaining 
the upper hand.  
 
The Norwich defender took advantage of a defender's inability to clear a Chris 
Sutton cross to score from close range in the 67th minute.  
 
Three minutes later, an even worse error presented Norwich with a second. 
England defender Mark Wright gave Bruce Grobbelaar no chance at all with a mis-
hit backpass and Robert Fleck nipped in to score his easiest goal of the season.  
 
The Scottish international collected his 18th goal of the season with the final kick 
of the game as he robbed Glenn Hysen close to the half-way line, then darted 
clear to slide an inch-perfect shot just inside Grobbelaar's left-hand post.  
 
These goals followed Liverpool manager Graeme Souness' decision to take off 
Dean Saunders, who had looked the liveliest of their attackers, at a time when his 
side seemed to be gaining control. 

 


